
NAME:_____________________________________________

FIRST EXTENDED BREAK PACKET

All work must be complete upon return to school for credit. We want to ensure every scholar 
continues to grow Your child’s teacher is available online Monday- Thursday to help your child 
with this packet and grade level skills. Please have your child login on the Lifework Hotline at 
www.memphismeritacademy.org. The Head of School, Lakenna Booker will communicate weekly 
by Friday before 4PM through Facebook, email, text message, and robocall. You may refer to the 
schedule at a glance below:  

9:00- 10:00AM First Grade – HOWARD V-. Jackson 
10:00-11:00AM Kindergarten- BROWN -B. Pitzer 

11:00-12:00PM Kindergarten - CBU A-. Smith 
12:00-1:00PM First Grade – HOWARD- C. Moore 
1:00-2:00PM Kindergarten- BROWN- Mr. Carter 

2:00-3:00PM Kindergarten/ELL Teacher- CBU- Mrs. Gooden 
3:00-4:00PM Kindergarten – UOFM – Ms. Hudson & Mr. Williams 

4:00-5:00PM Student Support Services - Mrs. Kemmons-Ford & Mrs. Allgood 















Day Homework Assignment Completion

Monday, 4/20 Literacy: Read the weekly passage and complete 
the written response.  Complete the Family 
Reading Log.

Math: Fast Facts and Story Problem

         
           Complete

 

• Incomplete

 
 
Comments: 

Tuesday, 4/21 Literacy: Read the weekly passage and complete 
the written response.  Complete the Family 
Reading Log.

Math: Fast Facts and Story Problem

 

• Complete

 

• Incomplete

 
 
Comments: 
 

Wednesday, 4/22 Literacy: Time your child reading the weekly 
passage.  Record the errors.  Complete the 
Family Reading Log.

Grammar/Mechanics: Evaluate sentences to tell 
if they are complete or incomplete

Math: Fast Facts and Story Problem

 

• Complete

 

• Incomplete

 
 
Comments: 
 

Thursday, 4/23 Literacy:  Read the weekly passage and 
complete the written response.  Complete the 
Family Reading Log.

Math: Time Practice and Story Problem

 

• Complete

 

• Incomplete

 
 
Comments: 

Friday & Weekend,  
4/24-4/26

Literacy:  Time your child reading the weekly 
passage.  Record the errors.  Complete the 
Family Reading Log. 

Writing: Respond to the weekend writing 
prompt 

Grammar/Mechanics: Evaluate sentences to tell 
if they are complete or incomplete

Math:  Time Practice, Number of the Day, and 
Story Problem

 

• Complete

 

• Incomplete

 
 
Comments: 
 



Monday



1.

2.

3.

_________________________
_________________________
_________________________
_________________________
_________________________
_________________________
_________________________
_________________________
_________________________
__________________



Directions:  Please time your child solving the -5 facts 
below and put the time on the line: 
____________________. 



Tamiya had 59 stamps to decorate her birthday invitations.  
When she opened the stamps, 32 of her stamps dried out.  
How many stamps can Tamiya use now to decorate her 
birthday invitations?

Equation to match the story problem: _________________

Equation to match how I solved: _________________

Equation to match how I solved: _________________





Tuesday



1.

2.

3.

4.

1. Down the winding road.
o Incomplete sentence - missing the subject 
o Incomplete sentence - missing the predicate 
o Complete sentence 

2. Malachi’s backpack.
o Incomplete sentence - missing the subject 
o Incomplete sentence - missing the predicate 
o Complete sentence 

______________________
______________________
______________________
______________________



Directions:  Please time your child solving the -5 facts 
below and put the time on the line: 
____________________. 



Rushaun has 4 plates with 7 orange slices on each plate.  
How many orange slices does Rushaun have?

Equation to match the story problem: _________________

Equation to match how I solved: _________________

Equation to match how I solved: _________________



Wednesday



1.

2.

3.

_________________________
_________________________
_________________________
_________________________
_________________________
_________________________
_________________________
_________________







Kennedy had 43 roses.  Then, the her dad gave her 36 
roses.  How many roses does Kennedy have now?

Equation to match the story problem: _________________

Equation to match how I solved: _________________

Equation to match how I solved: _________________



Thursday



1.

2.

3.
4.

5.

________________________
________________________
________________________

23



________________________
________________________
________________________
________________________
________________________
________________________
________________________
________________________
________________________
________________________
________________________
________________________
________________________
________________________



Number of the Day

527

1. What digit is in the ones place? ____

2. What is the value of the digit in the hundreds place? 
_____

3. What is the value of the digit in the tens place? _____

4. Write two different combinations to equal this number: 

1) _________________________________________

2) _________________________________________

5. Represent this number using hundreds, tens and ones:

6. Represent this number in a different way using hundreds, 
tens and ones:



Friday & The Weekend



Directions:  Read each sentence.  Decide if the sentence is missing 
any part.  If it is incomplete, identify which part of the sentence is 
missing.  

1. Jubilee went to the store for eggs and milk.
o Incomplete sentence - missing the subject 
o Incomplete sentence - missing the predicate 
o Complete sentence 

2. Back on the shelf.
o Incomplete sentence - missing the subject 
o Incomplete sentence - missing the predicate 
o Complete sentence 

______________________
______________________
______________________

1. The old lady lives in a shoe.
o Incomplete sentence - missing the subject 
o Incomplete sentence - missing the predicate 
o Complete sentence 

2. Had a bone to chew on.
o Incomplete sentence - missing the subject 
o Incomplete sentence - missing the predicate 
o Complete sentence 

______________________
______________________



Directions:  Use what you know about time to answer the questions 
below.



Antonio has 58 t-shirts.  Chase has 16 fewer shirts than 
Antonio.  How many t-shirts does Chase have?

Equation to match the story problem: _________________

Equation to match how I solved: _________________

Equation to match how I solved: _________________



















Day Homework Assignment Completion

Monday, 4/27 Literacy: Time your child reading the weekly 
passage.  Record the errors.  Complete the 
Family Reading Log.

Grammar/Mechanics: Evaluate sentences to tell 
if they are complete or incomplete

Math: Time Practice and Story Problem

 

• Complete

 

• Incomplete

 
 
Comments: 
 

Tuesday, 4/28 Literacy: Read the weekly passage and 
complete the written response.  Complete the 
Family Reading Log.

Math: Fast Facts and Story Problem

 

• Complete

 

• Incomplete

 
 
Comments: 
 

Wednesday, 4/29 Literacy: Time your child reading the weekly 
passage.  Record the errors.  Complete the 
Family Reading Log.

Grammar/Mechanics: Evaluate sentences to tell 
if they are complete or incomplete

Math: Fast Facts and Story Problem

 

• Complete

 

• Incomplete

 
 
Comments: 
 

Thursday, 4/30 Literacy:  Read the weekly passage and 
complete the written response.  Complete the 
Family Reading Log.

Math: Time Practice and Story Problem

 

• Complete

 

• Incomplete

 
 
Comments: 

Friday & Weekend,  
5/01-5/03

Literacy:  Time your child reading the weekly 
passage.  Record the errors.  Complete the 
Family Reading Log. 

Writing: Respond to the weekend writing 
prompt 

Grammar/Mechanics: Evaluate sentences to tell 
if they are complete or incomplete

Math:  Time Practice, Number of the Day, and 
Story Problem

 

• Complete

 

• Incomplete

 
 
Comments: 
 



Monday



Monday 

1. Family Reading Log: Have your child read to you for 20 minutes.  The reading log book 
must be different from the literacy homework passage. 

2. Literacy: Time your child from start to finish as he/she reads the weekly passage.  Record 
the errors he/she makes. 

3. Grammar/Mechanics:  Tell whether each sentence is complete or not.  If not, re-write the 
sentence so that it is complete.

4. Math: Complete the time practice.  Then, solve the story problem using two different 
strategies.

Grammar/Mechanics:  Read each sentence.  Decide if the sentence is missing any part.  If it is 
incomplete, identify which part of the sentence is missing.  

Time: Errors: (List the words that your child read incorrectly below)

1. And get the tape.
o Incomplete sentence - missing the subject 
o Incomplete sentence - missing the predicate 
o Complete sentence 

2. Christopher has fruit snacks in his lunch box.
o Incomplete sentence - missing the subject 
o Incomplete sentence - missing the predicate 
o Complete sentence 

Re-write any incomplete sentences below so that they are complete.

______________________
______________________
______________________
______________________







Equation to match how I solved: _________________

Equation to match how I solved: _________________

The dress shop had 45 dresses to sell.  During the 
afternoon, the truck delivered more dresses.  Now, the 
dress shop has 82 dresses to sell.  How many dresses did 
the truck deliver?

Equation to match the story problem: _________________

Parent Initial: ________________ Teacher Initial: ______________

Monday



Tuesday



1. Family Reading Log: Have your child read to you for 20 minutes.  The reading log book 
must be different from the literacy homework passage. 

2. Literacy: Read the passage and answer the written response question.  Be sure to read the 
written response sample. 

3. Math:  Time your child solving the fast facts and record the time it took to solve on the line.  
Then, solve the story problem using two different strategies.

Tuesday

Writing Response Sample:  Why does Kyle run as fast as he can? (Scholar response must 
include the character’s motivation – what the character wants and the character’s mental 
state.  Scholars should also add evidence from the text in their response.)

Kyle runs as fast as he can because he wants to win the race.  Kyle is thinking, “If I can just run 
really, really fast for a few more minutes, I can win this race!”  I think that because in the text it 
says, “Kyle clenched his fists, ran as fast as he could, and one by one, he started to pass the 
other kids.”

Writing Response:  Why does Zorb tell the group of children playing, “I am Zorb, the ruler of 
earth!”?  (Scholar response must include a restate of the question and the character’s 
motivation – what the character wants and the character’s mental state.  Scholars should 
also add evidence from the text in their response.) 

_________________________
_________________________
_________________________
_________________________
_________________________
_________________________
_________________________
_________________________
________________



Directions:  Please time your child solving the +6 facts 
below and put the time on the line: 
____________________. 

Tuesday 



Ms. McCline had 37 animal friends.  Jaden introduced her 
to more animal friends.  Now, Ms. McCline has 79 animal 
friends.  How many animal friends did Jaden introduce Ms. 
McCline to?

Equation to match the story problem: _________________

Equation to match how I solved: _________________

Equation to match how I solved: _________________

Parent Initial: ________________ Teacher Initial: ______________

Tuesday



Monday

Directions:  Draw the minute hand on each clock to show the given 
number of minutes.

43 minutes 22 minutes

19 minutes  36 minutes



Wednesday



Wednesday 

1. Family Reading Log: Have your child read to you for 20 minutes.  The reading log book 
must be different from the literacy homework passage. 

2. Literacy: Time your child from start to finish as he/she reads the weekly passage.  Record 
the errors he/she makes. 

3. Grammar/Mechanics:  Tell whether each sentence is complete or not.  If not, re-write the 
sentence so that it is complete.

4. Math: Time your child solving the fast facts and record the time it took to solve on the line.  
Then, solve the story problem using two different strategies.

Grammar/Mechanics:  Read each sentence.  Decide if the sentence is missing any part.  If it is 
incomplete, identify which part of the sentence is missing.  

Time: Errors: (List the words that your child read incorrectly below)

1. Knows lots of math facts.
o Incomplete sentence - missing the subject 
o Incomplete sentence - missing the predicate 
o Complete sentence 

2. Kiara took out her homework binder and handed it to Mrs. 
Wilson.

o Incomplete sentence - missing the subject 
o Incomplete sentence - missing the predicate 
o Complete sentence 

Re-write any incomplete sentences below so that they are complete.

______________________
______________________
______________________
______________________
______________________
__________



Directions:  Please time your child solving the +6 facts 
below and put the time on the line: 
____________________. 

Wednesday 



Ms. Booker has 63 pencils. She wants to put them in 7 
cups. How many pencils go in each cup? 

Equation to match the story problem: _________________

Equation to match how I solved: _________________

Equation to match how I solved: _________________

Parent Initial: ________________ Teacher Initial: ______________

Wednesday



Thursday



1. Family Reading Log: Have your child read to you for 20 minutes.  The reading log book 
must be different from the literacy homework passage. 

2. Literacy: Read the passage and answer the written response question.  Be sure to read the 
written response sample. 

3. Math:  Complete the time practice.  Then, solve the story problem using two different 
strategies.

Thursday

Writing Response Sample:  Why does Kyle run as fast as he can? (Scholar response must 
include the character’s motivation – what the character wants and the character’s mental 
state.  Scholars should also add evidence from the text in their response.)

Kyle runs as fast as he can because he wants to win the race.  Kyle is thinking, “If I can just run 
really, really fast for a few more minutes, I can win this race!”  I think that because in the text it 
says, “Kyle clenched his fists, ran as fast as he could, and one by one, he started to pass the 
other kids.”
Writing Response:  Why is Zorb furious after the kids went back to playing their game?  
(Scholar response must include a restate of the question and the character’s motivation – 
what the character wants and the character’s mental state.  Scholars should also add 
evidence from the text in their response.) 

_________________________
_________________________
_________________________
_________________________
_________________________
_________________________
_________________________
_________________________
________________



Mrs. Moore made 36 copies of writing paper.  Mr. Carter 
gave her 45 more copies.  How many copies of writing 
paper does Mrs. Moore have now?

Equation to match the story problem: _________________

Equation to match how I solved: _________________

Equation to match how I solved: _________________

Parent Initial: ________________ Teacher Initial: ______________

Thursday







Friday & Weekend



Friday & Weekend

1. Family Reading Log: Have your child read to you for 20 minutes.  The reading log book 
must be different from the literacy homework passage. 

2. Literacy: Time your child reading the weekly passage and record the errors he/she makes 
below.

3. Writing: Complete the story writing task in response to the prompt. 
4. Grammar/Mechanics:  Tell whether each sentence is complete or not.  If not, re-write the 

sentence so that it is complete.
5. Math: Complete the time practice.  Then, complete the Number of the Day practice.  

Finally, solve the story problem using two different strategies.

________________________
________________________
________________________
________________________

30

Time: Errors: (List the words that your child read incorrectly below.)

Writing Prompt:  Tell a story about a creature from outer space.  (Scholar’s story should include 
all aspects of an introduction, body, and conclusion.)



Friday & Weekend

Writing Prompt: Tell a story about a creature from outer space.  

________________________
________________________
________________________
________________________
________________________
________________________
________________________
________________________
________________________
________________________
________________________
________________________
________________________
________________________
________________________
________________________



Friday & Weekend

Directions:  Read each sentence.  Decide if the sentence is missing any part.  If it is 
incomplete, identify which part of the sentence is missing.  

1. When we go shopping.
o Incomplete sentence - missing the subject 
o Incomplete sentence - missing the predicate 
o Complete sentence 

2. On Saturday, I will do my spring cleaning.
o Incomplete sentence - missing the subject 
o Incomplete sentence - missing the predicate 
o Complete sentence 

Re-write any incomplete sentences below so that they are complete.

______________________________
______________________________
____________-

1. My brother and I watched Sponge Bob this weekend.
o Incomplete sentence - missing the subject 
o Incomplete sentence - missing the predicate 
o Complete sentence

2.       To the living room.
o Incomplete sentence - missing the subject 
o Incomplete sentence - missing the predicate 
o Complete sentence

Re-write any incomplete sentences below so that they are complete.

______________________
______________________
______________________



Friday & Weekend





Friday & Weekend

Number of the Day

349

1. What digit is in the tens place? ____

2. What is the value of the digit in the tens place? _____

3. What is the value of the digit in the hundreds place? 
_____

4. Write two different combinations to equal this number: 

1) _________________________________________

2) ________________________________________

5. Represent this number using hundreds, tens and ones:

6. Represent this number in a different way using hundreds, 
tens and ones:



Mrs. Booker had a box of pencils in her desk.  At the school 
store, Mrs. Booker bought 42 more pencils.  Now, Mrs. 
Booker has 74 pencils.  How many pencils were in Mrs. 
Booker’s box of pencils to start?

Equation to match the story problem: _________________

Equation to match how I solved: _________________

Equation to match how I solved: _________________

Parent Initial: ________________ Teacher Initial: ______________

Friday & Weekend
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